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“You never change things by fighting
the existing reality. To change
something, build a new model that
makes the existing model obsolete.”
—R. BUCKMINSTER FULLER

We would like to acknowledge and extend gratitude to the following volunteers
that contributed original content, legal advice and feedback throughout the
process of developing this guidance document:
Mike Connelly, Attorney, Etter, McMahon, Lamberson, Van Wert & Oreskovich
Jill Dvorkin, Legal Consultant, Municipal Research and Services Center (MRSC)
Jim Doherty, Legal Consultant, Municipal Research and Services Center (MRSC)

If you have any questions about the Institute’s Policy Program or this
Guidance Document, contact advocacy@living-future.org

IT’S TIME FOR POLICY CHANGE
The scale of change we seek is immense. It is our belief that only a few decades remain to completely
reshape humanity’s relationship with nature and realign our ecological footprint to be within the
planet’s carrying capacity. Incremental change, minimizing negative environmental impact, is no
longer a viable option.
Nothing less than a sea of change in building, infrastructure and community design is required.
This focus needs to be the great work of our generation. We must remake our cities, towns,
neighborhoods, homes and offices, and all the spaces and infrastructure in between, in order to
reinvent our relationship with the natural world. The Living Future Challenges—Living Building
Challenge, Living Community Challenge and Living Product Challenge—call for the built environment
to create positive regenerative impacts.

LBC Project Map

February 2018
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Imagine a world in which Living
Buildings and Communities
were not just permitted by
policymakers and regulators, but
encouraged.
Countless leaders in regions across the world
have made commitments to cut back on
carbon emissions, preserve and improve their
watersheds and create vibrant and healthy
neighborhoods for their citizens. Increasingly,
these same leaders are realizing the prodigious
role that the built environment will need to play
in their path to meet these goals.
Depending on their priorities and available
options, there are several approaches city
and county leaders may take to improve
the sustainability of the building stock in
their jurisdictions. These include updating
their energy and plumbing codes with more
stringent requirements, penalizing buildings that
externalize negative environmental impacts, and
providing incentives for buildings that commit
to advanced levels of regenerative design and
certification.
Etsy HQ, Brooklyn NY
v3.0 Materials Petal Certified

A HISTORY OF POLICY AND ADVOCACY
Around the world, the International Living Future Institute works with a network of change agents.
Project teams inspire Living Buildings; local jurisdictions develop long-range planning in support of
Living Communities; innovators design new, efficient technologies; policy makers aim to encourage
healthy, sustainable buildings. Our global partners are leading the way toward a Living Future, yet
they continue to face regulatory resistance.
The Institute is committed to transitioning these barriers into policy leadership, and to make this
happen, we rely on our network of volunteers. As a Collaborative member, you have the power
to work within your community to create this much needed change. You will be joining a legacy
of volunteers that have pushed forward innovative legislation around the world, from Seattle,
Washington to Trinidad and Tobago.
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PURPOSE OF MODEL LANGUAGE
Up until this point, the legislative incentives for Living Buildings and Living Communities have come
as a result of isolated efforts on the part of forward-thinking municipalities, motivated volunteers and
catalyst projects. The Institute has long supported these endeavors, while recognizing that it requires
substantial time and resources to educate, assist and support the efforts. To accelerate the change
we seek, we must leverage the power of the Living Future Network. This document is meant to
serve as a toolkit for members of the Network as they work with their local governments to provide
incentives for Living Buildings.
The Model Incentive Ordinance and Municipal Commitment contained within this toolkit pull from our
experience supporting the development of ordinances in Washington state, as well as lessons passed
on to us by members of our network, in order to develop a standard structure and language. We have
also compiled a list of possible incentives, designed for volunteers to evaluate, discuss and align with
the needs and interests of their own community.

These two templates are “tools in your belt” to accelerate the uptake of Living
Buildings and Communities in your own neighborhoods.
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Tools

1. The Model Incentive Ordinance provides
private developers with incentives to pursue
the Living Building Challenge and Living
Community Challenge.
2. The Model Municipal Commitment is an
internal administrative document that compels
capital projects to pursue Living Building or
Living Community Challenge Certification.

Intended Audience
This toolkit is designed for use by our Collaboratives and
Ambassador volunteers.
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Energy + Materials Petal Certified VanDusen Botanical Garden
Vancouver, BC

MODEL
INCENTIVE
ORDINANCE
TEMPLATE
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HOW TO USE THIS TEMPLATE
This toolkit is meant to serve as a guide for volunteers to begin the process of developing an
incentive ordinance. Starting with the model incentive ordinance template will allow you to spend
more time working with policymakers and partners to tailor the ordinance to your unique local
context and priorities. The following are suggestions for research, ordinance development and
stakeholder engagement to set your policy up for success.
1. Investigate your local climate action plan and resiliency commitments.
Most cities and counties have made some kind of commitment to carbon
neutrality, watershed health and community vitality. Are there already
green building incentive programs or commitments in place? This
information will help you understand the priorities of the jurisdiction and
ultimately help you frame your ordinance.

Explore each
of the incentive
options on
pages 8 - 9 with
your stakeholder
group in order
to find the
incentive that
works best for
your community.

2. Get to know the players and the process. Identify those within
the government that work within land use, planning, development
and permitting. Find the elected officials and staff with a passion for
sustainability, and set up a meeting to discuss the Living Building
Challenge and Living Community Challenge. Ambassadors may be needed
to provide an introduction to the programs. Keep an eye out for local
projects pursuing LBC or LCC, as they may serve as a catalyst for an incentive ordinance. Discuss the
process and timeline for moving an incentives forward. A technical advisory group of green building
professionals may be applicable to assist in identification of local needs and opportunities, and the
potential format (for example, a pilot program, ordinance, or revision to an existing incentive).
3. Review and analyze your incentive options. The Institute has compiled an extensive list of ways
in which a jurisdiction might encourage the development of Living Buildings. Some, like additional
height and density, will work better in urban areas with strong growth markets. Others, like waived
permit fees, might be more appealing in smaller jurisdictions. You may decide that a tiered structure
works best for your ordinance, or you may discover that the policymakers are more interested in a
pilot program. Some incentives might not even be legal in your state (e.g., cities in Washington will
need to address a barrier at the state level prior to proposing a fee-bate).
4. Work with a robust stakeholder group to select incentives. Review the incentives you’ve
developed with local land use lawyers, government officials, staff, developers, designers and
stakeholders to decide on a package that rewards the highest performing buildings with the highest
level of incentive to drive their development. Some additional stakeholders that you should be sure
to include: affordable housing developers, builders, utilities, neighborhood groups and sustainability
advocates.
a. Consider a diversity of project types. For example, incentives might need to be tailored for new commercial construction, existing buildings and low-rise development.

5. Draft the ordinance with your team, and work with them to get it passed. Once you’ve decided
on your incentives, follow the process established in step two to pass your ordinance. Please refer to
the Collaborative Advocacy Toolkit for more guidance on this step. Throughout your advocacy, be
sure to share your feedback at each of these milestones so that the Institute can support your local
policy work.
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CHOOSING YOUR
INCENTIVES
The following incentives have been utilized
in communities around the country in
order to encourage the development of
green buildings. You may find that some
of them are in place in your community
at this very moment. Historically, these
incentives have been used for various green
building programs and for individual green
building strategies, such as energy or water
efficiency improvements. If your community
is already offering one of these incentives for
developers, discuss adapting it to encourage
the Living Building and Community
Challenges as well. In order to encourage
LBC and LCC projects, the strength of the
incentives should match the additional level
of performance.
Living Certified Bechtel Environmental Center
Whately, MA

You will see that some incentives are
structured as a flat benefit (e.g. 25 feet additional height) while others are tiered to match
various performance levels (e.g. 10 feet additional height for ZE projects, 15 feet for Petal, and
25 feet for Living Buildings). Some locations offer incentives on a pilot basis, which limits the
number of projects that can qualify.

Increased Density / Additional FAR

Example: Shoreline, WA; Seattle, WA; Arlington, VA; Newcastle, WA; Champaign, IL; Ossining, NY;
Pittsburgh, PA; Philadelphia, PA

Increased Height

Suggested range: 10 – 25 feet depending on zone (one to two stories)
Example: Seattle, WA
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CHOOSING YOUR INCENTIVES, CONT’D
Expedited permit review without additional fee
Example: Gainesville, FL; Hamilton, OH; Shoreline, WA; Los Angeles, CA

Reduced or waived fees

Suggested fees: building permit fee, plan check fee, transportation fee, sewer + water
connection fees, stormwater fee, energy interconnection fee
Example: Chicago, IL; San Diego County, CA; Gainesville, FL; Shoreline, WA; Bothell, WA;
Hamilton, OH; San Luis Obispo, CA

Tax abatement rebate as a percentage of tax assessed value
Suggested Range: 0.1 percent to 100% over 10 - 15 years depending on certification level and
building type

Example: Baltimore County, MD; Houston, TX: Nevada, USA; Lincoln County, NC; Cincinnati, OH

Cash Rebate

Cover registration and certification costs of certification from ILFI
Example: Seattle, WA (partnership between Seattle Public Uitilities + Seattle City Light, 2001 –
2005); Energy Trust of Oregon; Anaheim, CA; Burbank, CA

Fee-bate

All developers pay into Sustainability Fund, rebate given according to tier
Example: Miami Beach, FL

Parking Reduction
Example: Shoreline, WA

Municipal Advocate / Permitting Assistance

Some municipalities will be able to offer a dedicated staff person that understands the LBC
and LCC programs to assist the project through entitlements and design review.

Rezone Incentive
Example: Vancouver, BC
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INCENTIVE CASE STUDIES
LIVING BUILDING PILOT PROGRAM
SEATTLE, WA
•

15% more FAR

•

10 feet of height increase in zones with 85 feet or
less

•

20 feet of height increase in zones with more than
85 feet

•

Permitting assistance

•

More design departures

Living Certified Bullitt Center
Seattle, WA

GREEN BUILDINGS POLICY FOR REZONINGS
VANCOUVER, BC
•

All rezonings must meet a Low or Near Zero Emissions Building
standard, such as the International Living Building Institute’s Net Zero
Energy Building Certification

SUSTAINABILITY FEE
MIAMI BEACH, FL
•

Developers pay mandatory “Sustainability Fee”
bond or fee of 5% of the total construction
valuation of building project

•

The fee is refunded 100% if LBC Living, Petal or
Zero Energy Certification is achieved

“I hope it encourages other
sustainability leaders around
the world to reach out to their
municipalities and government
to discuss forward-thinking
approaches to building that will
reduce their impact and help us all
to mitigate or be more resilient to
climate change.”
-Jonathan Burgess, LBC Florida Collaborative
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INCENTIVE CASE STUDIES
TIER SYSTEM
Tier 1 (Living Certified)
100% reduction or bonus

DEEP GREEN INCENTIVE
PROGRAM
SHORELINE, WA
•

Permit fees waived according to tier

•

Base density bonus according to tier

Tier 2 (Petal Certified)
75% reduction or bonus

•

Height increase (not available in all zones)

Tier 3 (Zero Energy + Salmon Safe)
50% reduction or bonus

•

Reduced Transportation Impact Fee

•

Expedited permit review without fee

•

Reduction of min. parking requirement by tier

•

10 feet height increase in 35 foot zone

•

20 feet height increase in >45 foot zone

ENERGY TRUST OF OREGON
OREGON STATE

•

Projects that achieve LBC’s Zero Energy Certification
receive a $2,000 cash incentive

“This will allow us as a matter of
policy to support some of the
most robust green and sustainable
projects anywhere in the country.
We hope this will encourage
developers and rehabbers to push
the boundaries of sustainable
building.”
P.G. Sittenfeld, Cincinnati City Council

COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT
AREA RESIDENTIAL TAX
ABATEMENT
CINCINNATI, OH
•

Owners pay taxes just on the pre-improvement
value of their property for 10 years (renovation)
or 15 years (new construction)

•

LBC Living or Petal Certified projects receive
100% tax abatement without a cap

•

Zero Energy Certified projects receive 100% tax
abatement with a cap of $562,000
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A Closer Look: Living Building Pilot Program
Seattle, WA
Seattle became the first city in the US to incentivize
the Living Buildings Challenge when it initiated the
Living Building Pilot Program (LBPP), which applies
to existing and new construction projects that pursue the Living Building Challenge. The City provided
this path in the Land Use Code to:
• Stimulate innovation
• Encourage models of high performance
• Identify barriers in codes and processes

“The lasting success of the Bullitt
Center would hinge on the regulatory
environment… sustainable systems
are irrelevant if they are designed
into a building whose city ordinances
do not recognize, allow and
encourage them.”
- The Greenest Building
Mary Adam Thomas
In the Fall of 2016, the City incorporated updates
from the LBPP Technical Advisory Group (TAG) that
met for over a year to recommend adjustments that
maintain the rigor of the program while incentivizing Living Buildings. Incentives include: permitting assistance; design departures; a 15% increase in
floor area ratio (FAR); and a height increase incorporating 10’ in zones with height limits of 85’ or less
and 20’ in zones with height limits greater than 85’.
Additional changes include updates to the two City
requirements for projects that decide to pursue
the Petal Certification pathway: energy use must
be 75% or less of targets established in the energy code, and potable water cannot be used for
non-potable uses. With the 2016 legislation, these
incentives are now granted outright for developers participating in the LBPP which provides more
certainty for project teams, in lieu of the previous
system that allowed similar departures achieved
through the design review process.
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The 2016 adjustments to the LBPP are important to
Seattle as a leader in green building and are critical
in meeting the City’s climate action goals. As construction skyrockets in Seattle, it is crucial that new
and existing buildings adopt regenerative building
practices and the Living Building Pilot Program
intends to further that.
The Bullitt Center was the first project to participate
in Seattle’s LBPP; building height departure was
used, and the extra 10 feet of height was divided
among each of the floors to increase structure
height for better daylight penetration. As of Spring
2018, four projects being permitted (of varying size,
both residential and commercial office) are participating in the LBPP. The City of Seattle is considering additional updates to the LBPP as the program
continues to be refined.
Living Certified Bullitt Center
Seattle, WA

A Closer Look: Deep Green Incentive Program
Shoreline, WA
The Deep Green Incentive Program acts as
an important tool for furthering Shoreline’s
implementation of advanced sustainability within
the built environment to meet city-wide goals, and
positions the City as a regional and international
leader. Shoreline’s incentive program is serving as a
model for King County’s regional code collaboration,
as participating municipalities share expertise to
facilitate the adoption of the Living Building Challenge
and other green building programs. It encourages
developers who are transforming the City to construct
to the built environment’s most rigorous performance
standard – the Living Building Challenge™ (LBC)
and Living Community Challenge™ (LCC). It was the
first jurisdiction to specifically incentivize the Living
Community Challenge.

“Living Buildings require
a fundamentally different
approach to design,
permitting, construction, and
operations that necessitate
flexibility in current codes
and regulatory processes to
support their development.”
- City of Shoreline News Release 4/21/2017
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The Shoreline program is tiered such that projects that
achieve all Imperatives of the LBC or LCC Certification
are designated as Tier 1; those that achieve Petal
Certification under LBC or LCC are assigned Tier
2; and projects that meet ILFI’s Net Zero Energy
Building Certification combined with the Salmon Safe
Certification fall under Tier 3.
These projects are then eligible for incentives
corresponding to the appropriate tier, which provides
higher levels of incentives for the more rigorous
programs. These incentives include a waiver for 100%,
75% or 50% of City-imposed pre-application and
permit application fees for Tier 1, 2 and 3 respectively;
a reduced Transportation Impact Fee; expedited
permit review without additional fees; and various
departures from Development Code requirements
such as density and height bonuses based on tier and
zone.

To request a native Word
file, email advocacy@ livingfuture.org
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Specify land use chapter
of your applicable code.

Some jurisdictions will
want to incorporate
incentives outright. Other
jurisdictions may want to
establish a Pilot Program
to test the incentives. A
Pilot Program might limit
the number of projects
20-30 as well as the time
frame (until 20##).
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Edit reference to Revised
Code of Washington
(RCW) for your land use
code.
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Jurisdictions will want
to tailor their permitting
process with the various
stages of LBC and LCC
certification pursuit (e.g.
registration receipts, etc.)
ILFI is available to discuss
the details of our programs
to help with potential
alignment.
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Each jurisdiction will
have an idea how to
best tailor penalties
within their community
for noncompliance. The
following are two potential
options for consideration.
Option 1 is proposed for
incentives that ‘cannot be
given back’ e.g. additional
height on a building is
given during entitlements,
well in advance to
performance based
certification.
Option 2 is proposed
for incentives that are
‘returnable’.
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Living Certified Josey Pavilion
Decatur, TX

MODEL
MUNICIPAL
COMMITMENT
TEMPLATE
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HOW TO USE THIS TEMPLATE
This single-page pledge is meant to serve as a guide for volunteers to begin the process of developing a
municipal commitment with their local jurisdiction. It can be printed and used to discuss a general commitment,
or can be tailored to specifically address your jurisdiction’s unique priorities (see examples below).
Some jurisdictions will want to work on both a Living Building Challenge (LBC) / Living Community Challenge
(LCC) commitment and incentives together. Others will want to work on one before the other. Whatever the
process for accelerating LBC / LCC, there is potential for municipal leadership.

EXAMPLES OF MUNICIPAL COMMITMENTS:

Municipalities can demonstrate leadership by committing to certify their own projects under the LBC and
LCC. While achieving Living Certification is the ultimate goal, meeting the Imperatives of multiple Petals is a
significant achievement in and of itself. Petal Certification requires the achievement of at least three of the seven
Petals, one of which must be the Materials, Water or Energy Petal. Leadership in regenerative design can take
form through Petal Certification, or other Living Future programs:

Energy

Procurement

Municipalities can inspire energy performance through
Energy Petal Certification, Zero Energy Certification,
Zero Carbon Certification, or the transparency of their
own buildings’ energy use via the Reveal label. Reveal
labels can be used for each municipal building and/or
private buildings in a municipal energy benchmarking
and disclosure program.

Municipalities that prioritize human health and local
industry can commit to Materials Petal Certification.
The Materials Petal requires investment in local
products and responsible forestry (FSC), along with
waste diversion and healthy materials. Municipalities
can also optimize their procurement process via
specification of Red List Free and Living Product
Challenge materials.

Reveal is an elegant tool that shows your building’s
energy profile.
https://living-future.org/reveal-buildings/

Social Justice
Municipalities can optimize policies that improve social
equity and enhance employee engagement.

JUST marks the beginning of a new era of corporate
transparency. ILFI invites organizations everywhere to
evaluate themselves through a social justice and equity
lens and become a JUST organization.
https://living-future.org/just-overview/
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Declare is a ‘nutrition-label’ for products that clearly
and elegantly discloses a product’s ingredients. The
Declare label informs consumers about where a
product originated, what it is made of, and where it
goes at the end of its life.
https://living-future.org/declare/

The Living Product Challenge is a framework for
manufacturers to create products that are healthy,
inspirational and give back to the environment.
https://living-future.org/lpc/

LEADING BY EXAMPLE: MUNICIPAL PLEDGE
We recognize climate change as the most urgent threat to our planet’s ecosystems and people, yet
we are not implementing proven mitigation and resilience strategies fast enough to meet this threat.

“We will continue to
lead. We are increasing
investments in renewable
energy and energy
efficiency. We will buy and
create more demand for
electric cars and trucks.
We will increase our efforts
to cut greenhouse gas
emissions, create a clean
energy economy, and stand
for environmental justice. ”
-U.S. Climate Mayors, 2017

In 2015, the UN convened the Conference
of Parties in Paris, where 175 countries
agreed to limit carbon emissions so that
average temperatures worldwide grow no
more that 2 degrees Celsius. In June of 2017,
the Executive Branch announced that the
United States would withdraw from the Paris
climate accord. In response, communities
around the country have arisen to affirm their
commitment to creating healthy, regenerative
communities that will stand in the face of
climate change.

To prove our dedication to this
goal, we pledge that all municipal
buildings - both new and renovation
- will pursue certification under the
International Living Future Institute’s
suite of programs.
Though our action is motivated by the
climate crisis, we hold that a holistic

approach is necessary. Our buildings will not
only generate all of their own energy with
renewable resources, they will capture and treat all of their water on-site, operate efficiently with
maximum beauty and address equity in the community. Under ILFI’s programs, our capital projects
will prioritize materials that are non-toxic, ecologically restorative, transparent, and socially equitable.
The serious problems of climate change, ecological system health, biodiversity loss, accumulated
toxins in the environment, food, air, and water, as well as social inequities and depletion of cultural
heritage demand bold action. Together we will unite our communities and take action.
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Case Studies: Santa Monica, CA + King County, WA
The implementation of municipal commitments in Santa Monica, CA and King County, WA serve as testaments
to the power of simplicity and individual empowerment. Each ordinance has resulted in registration and design
of municipal Living Building Challenge projects, which will soon be catalyst examples in the community.
Municipalities can truly lead the way to a Living Future.

Santa Monica’s City Services Building
Pursuing Living Building Certification

In the case of Santa Monica, one motivated public
servant and Collaborative member introduced an
ordinance as a simple four-page Administrative
Instruction, assisting with the need for a lengthy
legislative process.
The 2017 ordinance requires all City-owned new
construction building projects that exceed 10,000
square feet gross floor area to meet the following
standards: LEED v4 Gold Certification; Zero Energy
Building Certification from the International Living
Future Institute, and; zero potable water may be used
for non-potable end uses in the building or in any
newly installed adjacent landscaping.

King County Parks
Renton Operations and Maintenance Shop

In 2015, King County renewed its Strategic Climate
Action Plan (SCAP), laying out a blueprint for
concrete, actionable work in the realm of sustainability.
Included in the plan is the County’s commitment
to register 10 new Zero Energy or Living Building
Challenge Projects by 2020.
This is in addition to King County’s Green Building
Ordinance that was renewed in 2013, that added the
Living Building Challenge as one of the approve green
building rating systems for County-owned capital
projects. The County has required green building on all
capital projects since 2001. The 2013 Ordinance also
included development of a Living Building Challenge
Demonstration ordinance to encourage voluntary LBC
projects in the greater community.
The simple integration of LBC into the County’s vision
for sustainable architecture has driven deep dives into
the feasibility of ZE/LBC for everything from recycling
and transfer stations to transit infrastructure projects
around the county.

We hope that this guidance document and the additional advocacy resources will help you and your Collaborative
with your local advocacy efforts. Good luck! Remember that with each policy success you achieve, you are helping
to create a Living Future!
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If you have any questions about the Institute’s Policy Program or this
Guidance Document, contact advocacy@living-future.org
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